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Abstrat
Integrable models are often onstruted with real systems in mind. The exat solvability of the
models leads to results whih are unambiguous and provide the orret physial piture. In this review,
we disuss the physial basis of some integrable spin models and their relevane in the study of real
systems. The emphasis in the review is on physial understanding rather than on the mathematial
aspets of integrability.
1 Introdution
The study of integrable models onstitutes an important area of theoretial physis. Integrable models in
ondensed matter physis desribe interating many partile systems. The most prominent examples are
interating spin and eletron systems whih inlude several real materials of interest. Integrable models,
beause of their exat solvability, provide a omplete and unambiguous understanding of the variety of
phenomena exhibited by real systems. Integrability in the quantum ase implies the existene of N onserved
quantities where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the system. The orresponding operators inluding
the Hamiltonian ommute with eah other. More speially, integrable models are also desribed as exatly-
solvable sine the ground state energy and the exitation spetrum of the models an be determined exatly.
Historially, the rst example of the exat solvability of a many body problem was that of a spin− 12 quantum
spin hain [1℄. The tehnique used to solve the eigenvalue problem is now known as the Bethe Ansatz (BA)
named after Hans Bethe who formulated it. The demonstration of integrability, namely, the existene of N
ommuting operators an be made in the more general mathematial framework of the Quantum Inverse
Sattering Method (QISM) [2℄. The BA has been used extensively to obtain exat results for several quantum
models in one dimension (1d). Examples inlude the Fermi and Bose gas models in whih partiles on a
line interat through delta funtion potentials [3℄, the Hubbard model [4℄, 1d plasma whih rystallises as a
Wigner solid [5℄, the Lai-Sutherland model whih inludes the Hubbard model and a dilute magneti model
as speial ases [6℄, the Kondo model [7℄, the single impurity Anderson model [8℄, the supersymmetri t− J
model (J = 2t ) et [9℄. The BA method has further been applied to derive exat results for lassial lattie
statistial models in 2d.
The BA denotes a partiular form for the many-partile wave funtion. In a 1d system with pairwise
interations, a two partile sattering onserves the momenta individually due to the energy and momen-
tum onservation onstraints peuliar to 1d. Hene the sattering partiles an either retain their original
momenta or exhange them. In the ase of two partiles (N = 2 ), the wave funtion has the form
ψ(x1, x2) = A12e
i(k1x1+k2x2) +A21e
i(k2x1+k1x2)
(1)
where x1 , x2 denote the loations of the two partiles and k1 , k2 are the momentum variables. The wave
funtion an alternatively be written as
ψ(x1, x2) = e
i(k1x1+k2x2) + eiθ12ei(k2x1+k1x2) (2)
1
where θ12 is the sattering phase shift. The BA generalises the wave funtion (Eq.(1)) to the general ase of
N partiles and is given by
ψ =
∑
P
A(P )e
i
∑
N
j=1
kPjxj
, x1 < x2 < .....xN (3)
The sum over P is a sum over all permutations of 1, ..., N . The amplitude A(P ) is fatorisable. Eah A(P ) is
a produt of fators eθij 's orresponding to eah exhange of ki 's required to go from the ordering 1, ..., N to
the ordering P. An overall sign fator may arise depending on the parity of the permutation. The unknown
variables θij 's and ki 's are obtained as solutions of oupled nonlinear equations. The fatorisability ondition
is at the heart of the exat solvability of the eigenvalue problem. In the more general QISM approah, the
so-alled Yang-Baxter equation provides the ondition for fatorization of a multi-partile sattering matrix
in terms of two-partile sattering matries.
The traditional BA (Eq.(3)) is known as the Coordinate Bethe Ansatz (CBA). Over the years, the BA
method has been generalised in dierent ways. The nested BA tehnique [3, 10℄ has been applied to study a
system of partiles with internal degrees of freedom. The state of a system of eletrons is speied in terms
of both the spatial positions as well as the spin indies of the eletrons. The Asymptoti Bethe Ansatz [11℄
deals with a lass of models in whih the interation between a pair of partiles falls o as the inverse square
of the distane between the partiles. The Thermodynami Bethe Ansatz method [12℄ is used to alulate
thermodynami quantities and is a nite temperature extension of the BA method. The Algebrai Bethe
Ansatz (ABA) [13℄ has been developed in the powerful mathematial framework of the QISM. The ABA and
CBA are equivalent in the sense that both lead to the same results for the energy eigenvalues. The CBA,
however, does not provide knowledge of the orrelation funtions as the struture of the wave funtion is
not suiently expliitly known. The QISM allows the alulation of the orrelation funtions in some ases
[14℄. The mathematial formalism is also muh more systemati and general. One an further establish the
existene of an innite number (N →∞) of mutually ommuting operators. The QISM moreover provides a
presription for the onstrution of integrable models. In this review, we will not disuss the mathematial
aspets of integrable models for whih a good number of reviews already exist [2, 15, 16, 17℄. We fous
on the physial basis of some integrable spin models in ondensed matter physis and the useful physial
insights derived from the solution of these models. The review is not meant to be exhaustive and should be
supplemented by the referenes quoted at the end.
2 Spin models in 1d
The interest in 1d spin models arises from the fat that there are several real magneti materials whih
an be desribed by suh models. The spins interat via the Heisenberg exhange interation and in many
ompounds the exhange interation within a hain of spins is muh stronger than that between hains.
Thus the ompounds eetively behave as linear hain systems. The most general exhange interation
Hamiltonian desribing a hain of spins in whih only nearest-neighbour (n.n.) spins interat is given by
HXY Z =
N∑
i=1
[
JxS
x
i S
x
i+1 + JyS
y
i S
y
i+1 + JzS
z
i S
z
i+1
]
(4)
where Sαi (α = x, y, z) is the spin operator at the lattie site i, N is the total number of sites and Jα
denotes the strength of the exhange interation. Consider the spins to be of magnitude
1
2 . The eigenvalue
problems orresponding to the isotropi hain (Jx = Jy = Jz = J) and the longitudinally anisotropi hain
(Jx = Jy 6= Jz) were originally solved using the CBA. Later, the same solutions were obtained using the
formalism of QISM [13, 15℄. Baxter [18℄alulated the ground state energy of the fully anisotropi model
(Eq.(4)) and Johnson, Krinsky and MCoy [19℄ found the exitation spetrum. The results were derived
on the basis of a speial relationship between the transfer matrix of the exatly-solved 2d lassial lattie
statistial eight vertex model and the fully anisotropi quantum spin Hamiltonian HXY Z . Later, the same
results were obtained by the ABA approah of the QISM. The Ising (Jx = Jy = 0) and the XY (Jz = 0)
Hamiltonians are speial ases of HXY Z .
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Consider the isotropi Heisenberg exhange interation Hamiltonian in 1d
H = J
N∑
i=1
−→
S i.
−→
S i+1 (5)
with periodi boundary onditions. The sign of the exhange interation determines the favourable alignment
of the n.n. spins. J > 0 orresponds to antiferromagneti (AFM) exhange interation due to whih n.n.
spins tend to be antiparallel. If J < 0 (equivalently, replae J by −J in Eq.(5) with J > 0 ), the exhange
interation is ferromagneti (FM) favouring a parallel alignment of n.n. spins. One an inlude a magneti
eld term −h∑Ni=1 Szi in the Hamiltonian (Eq.(5)), where h is the strength of the eld. Given a Hamiltonian ,
the quantities of interest are the ground state energy and the low-lying exitation spetrum. Knowledge of the
latter enables one to alulate thermodynami quantities like magnetization, spei heat and suseptibility
at low temperatures. In the ase of the FM Heisenberg Hamiltonian, the exat ground state has a simple
struture. All the spins are parallel, i.e., they align in the same diretion. The lowest exitation is a spin
wave or magnon. The exitation is reated by deviating a spin from its ground state arrangement and
letting it propagate. For more than one spin deviation, one has ontinua of sattering states as well as
bound omplexes of magnons. In a bound omplex, the spin deviations preferentially oupy n.n. lattie
positions. The r-magnon bound state energy an be alulated using the BA [1℄and the energy (in units of
J) measured w.r.t. the ground state energy is
ǫ =
1
r
(1− cosK) (6)
where K is the entre of mass momentum of the r magnons. The spin wave exitation energy is obtained for
r = 1. The results an be generalised to the longitudinally anisotropiXXZ Hamiltonian. The multimagnon
bound states were rst deteted in the quasi-1d magneti system CoCl2.2H2O [20℄. Later improvements
made it possible to observe even 14 magnon bound states [21℄.
In the ase of the AFM isotropi Heisenberg Hamiltonian, the ground state is a singlet and the ground
state wave funtion is a linear ombination of all possible states in whih half the spins are up and the
other half down. The AFM ground state an be obtained from the FM ground state by reating r = N2
magnons with momenta ki and negative energies −J(1 − coski). Remember that the sign of the exhange
integral is hanged in going from ferromagnetism to antiferromagnetism. The highest energy state in the
FM ase (r = N2 ) beomes the ground state in the AFM ase. The BA equations an be reast in terms of
the variables zi ≡ cot(ki2 ) [22℄:
Narctanzi = πIi +
∑
j 6=i
arctan
(zi−zj
2
)
, i = 1, 2, ...., r (7)
The Bethe quantum numbers Ii's are integers (half integers) for odd (even) r. For a state speied by
{I1, ..., Ir}, the solution (z1, ..., zr) an be obtained from Eq. (7). The energy and the momentum wave
number of the state are given by
E − EF
J
= −
r∑
i=1
2
1 + z2i
(8)
k = πr − 2π
N
r∑
i=1
Ii (9)
with EF =
JN
4 . For the AFM ground state, the Bethe quantum numbers are given by
{Ii} =
{
−N
4
+
1
2
,−N
4
+
3
2
, ....,
N
4
− 1
2
}
(10)
In the thermodynami limit N →∞, the exat ground state energy has been omputed as
Eg = NJ(−ln2 + 1
4
) (11)
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The AFM ground state serves as the physial vauum for the reation of elementary exitations. These
exitations are not the spin-1 magnons but spin− 12 spinons [23℄. The spinons an be generated systematially
by suitable modiations of the vauum array of the BA quantum numbers (Eq.(2)) (for details see [22, 23℄ ).
For even N, spinons are always reated in pairs, eah suh pair originating from the removal of one magnon
from the ground state. Sine the spinons are spin− 12 objets, the lowest exitations onsisting of a pair of
spinons are four-fold degenerate , three triplet (S = 1) and one singlet (S = 0) exitations. The energy an
be written as E(k1, k2) = ǫ(k1) + ǫ(k2) where the spinon spetrum ǫ(ki) =
pi
2 sinki and the total momentum
k = k1+k2. At a xed total momentum k, one gets a ontinuum of sattering states. The lower boundary of
the ontinuum is given by
pi
2 |sink| with one of the k′is = 0. The upper boundary is obtained for k1 = k2 = k2
and is given by π
∣∣sink2 ∣∣. Figure 1 gives an example of a two-spinon onguration.
Figure 1. A two-spinon onguration in an AFM hain.
The BA results are obtained in the thermodynami limit. In this limit, the energies and the momenta
of the spinons just add up, showing that they do not interat. Sine the spinons are exited in pairs, the
total spin of the exited state is an integer. Inelasti neutron sattering study of the linear hain S = 12
HAFM ompound KCuF3 has onrmed the existene of unbound spinon pair exitations [24℄. It is to be
noted that in the ase of a ferromagnet, the low-lying exitation spetrum onsists of a single magnon branh
whereas the AFM spetrum is a two-spinon ontinuum with well-dened lower and upper boundaries.
The dynamial properties of a magneti system are governed by the time-dependent pair orrelation
funtions or their spae-time double Fourier transforms known as dynamial orrelation funtions. An
important time-dependent orrelation funtion is
G(R, t) =
〈−→
S R(t).
−→
S 0(0)
〉
(12)
The orresponding dynamial orrelation funtion is the quantity measured in inelasti neutron sattering
experiments. The dierential sattering ross-setion in suh an experiment is given by
d2σ
dΩdω
∝ Sµµ(−→q , ω) = 1
N
∑
R
ei
−→q .−→R
∫ +∞
−∞
dteiωt 〈SµR(t)Sµ0 (0)〉 (13)
where
−→q and ω are the momentum wave vetor and energy of the spin exitation and µ = x, y, z. For a
partiular
−→q , the peak in Sµµ(−→q , ω) ours at a value of ω whih gives the exitation energy. At T = 0,
Sµµ(−→q , ω) =
∑
λ
M
µ
λ δ(ω + Eg − Eλ) (14)
Eg(Eλ) is the energy of the ground (exited) state and
M
µ
λ = 2π |〈G|Sµ(−→q ) |λ〉|2 (15)
is the transition rate between the singlet (Stot = 0) ground state |G〉 and the triplet (Stot = 1) states |λ〉 [25℄.
The exat alulation of the dynamial orrelation funtions in the BA formalism is not possible. Bougourzi
et al [26℄ have used an alternative approah, based on the algebrai analysis of the ompletely integrable
spin hain, and have alulated the exat 2-spinon part of the dynamial orrelation funtion Sxx(q, ω) for
the 1d S = 12 AFM XXZ model. In this model, the Ising part of the XXZ Hamiltonian provides the
dominant interation. Karbah et al have [27℄alulated the exat 2-spinon part of Szz(q, ω) for the isotropi
Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In both the ases, the size of the hain is innite. The exat form of the 2-spinon
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ontribution to the dynamial orrelation funtion Sxx(q, ω) of the S = 12 XXZ HAFM hain is ompliated
and is given by
Sxx(2)(q, ω) =
ω0
8Iω
[
1 +
√
ω2 − χ2ω20
ω2 − ω20
]∑
c=±
ϑ2A(β
c
−)
ϑ2d(β
c
−)
∣∣tan( q2 )∣∣−c
Wc
(16)
where I = JK
pi
sinhpiK
′
K
, χ ≡ 1−k′1+k′ and k, k′ ≡
√
1− k2 are the modulii of the ellipti integralsK ≡ K(k),K ′ ≡
K(k′). The anisotropy parameter q = −exp(−piK′
K
) with − Jz
Jx
= ∆ = ( q+q
−1
2 ). Also,
W± =
√
ω40
ω4
χ2 − ( T
ω2
± cosq)2 (17)
T =
√
ω2 − χ2ω20
√
ω2 − ω20 (18)
ω0 =
2Isin(q)
1 + χ
(19)
βc−(q, ω) =
1 + χ
2
F
[
arcsin(
2IωWc
χ(1 + χ)ω20
), χ
]
(20)
(F is the inomplete ellipti integral)
ϑ2A(β) = exp(−
∞∑
l=1
eγl
l
cosh(2γl)cos(tγl)− 1
sinh(2γl)cosh(γl)
) (21)
γ = piK
′
K
, t ≡ 2β
K′
and ϑd(x) is a Neville theta funtion. The derivation of S
xx
(2)(q, ω) involves generat-
ing the 2-spinon states from the spinon vauum, namely, the AFM ground state, with the help of spinon
reation operators and expressing the spin utuation operator Sµ(q) in terms of the spinon reation op-
erators. The 2-spinon part is expeted to provide the dominant ontribution to the dynamial orrela-
tion funtion (Eq. (14)). For example, in the ase of the isotropi Heisenberg Hamiltonian, the 2-spinon
exitations aount for approximately 73% of the total intensity in Szz(q, ω). The 2-spinon triplet ex-
itations play a signiant role in the low-temperature spin dynamis of quasi-1d AFM ompounds like
KCuF3, Cu(C6D5COO)2.3D2O,Cs2CuCl4 and Cu(C4H4N2(NO3)2) [24, 28℄. These exitations an be
probed via inelasti neutron sattering and hene a knowledge of the exat dynamial orrelation funtion
is useful. The 2-spinon singlet exitations annot be exited in neutron sattering beause of seletion rules
(the spinon vauum |G〉 is a singlet and the exited state |λ〉 in Eq.(15) is a triplet). Linear hain ompounds
like CuGeO3 exhibit the spin-Peierls transition [29℄. The transition gives rise to lattie distortion and on-
sequently to a dimerization of the exhange interation. Exhange interations between suessive pairs of
spins alternate in strength. There is a tendeny for the formation of dimers (singlets) aross the strong
bonds. One an onstrut an appropriate dynamial orrelation funtion in whih the dimer utuation
operator (DFO) replaes the spin utuation operator Sµ(q). The DFO onnets the AFM ground state to
the 2-spinon singlet and not to the 2-spinon triplet.
Two well-known physial realizations of the 1d S = 12 Ising-Heisenberg ompounds are CsCoCl3 and
CsCoBr3. Several inelasti neutron sattering measurements have been arried out on these ompounds to
probe the low-temperature spin dynamis [30℄. In these ompounds, the Ising part of the XXZ Hamiltonian
is signiantly dominant so that perturbation alulations around the Ising limit are feasible. Near the Ising
limit, the exat 2-spinon dynamial orrelation funtion Sxx(q, ω) is idential in the lowest order to the
rst-order perturbation result of Ishimura and Shiba (IS) [31℄. The IS alulation provides physial insight
on the nature of spinons. The Ising part of the XXZ Hamiltonian is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
the XY part onstitutes the perturbation. The two-fold degenerate Néel states are the ground states of the
Ising Hamiltonian. These two states serve as the spinon vauua. An exitation is reated by ipping a
blok of adjaent spins from the spin arrangement in the Néel state. For example, in Figure 1, a blok of
seven spins is ipped in the Néel state. The blok of overturned spins gives rise to two parallel spin pairs
at its boundary with the unperturbed Néel onguration. It is these domain walls or kink solitons whih
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are the equivalents of spinons. A 2-spinon exited state (Sztot = 1) is obtained as a linear superposition of
states in whih an odd number ν (ν = 1, 3, 5, ....) of spins is overturned in the Néel onguration. In eah
suh state, both the domain walls have equal spin orientations with the spins pointing up. The exitation
ontinuum of two spinons is obtained in rst order perturbation theory. The lineshapes of Sxx(q, ω) observed
in experiments are highly asymmetri with a greater onentration of intensity near the spetral threshold
and a tail extending to the upper boundary of the ontinuum. The exat 2-spinon part of Sxx(q, ω) has also
an asymmetri shape in agreement with experimental data. The rst order perturbation-theoreti result of
IS for Sxx(q, ω) fails to reprodue the asymmetry. A seond-order perturbation alulation leads to greater
asymmetry in the lineshapes [32℄. Furthermore, in the framework of a rst order perturbation theory, the
eets of full anisotropy (Jx 6= Jy 6= Jz), next-nearest-neighbour oupling, interhain oupling and exhange
mixing have been shown to give rise to asymmetry in lineshapes [33℄.
Reently, a large number of studies have been arried out on a lass of models in whih the interation
between spins falls o as the inverse-square of the distane between them. A lattie model whih belongs to
this lass is known as the Haldane-Shastry model [34℄ the Hamiltonian of whih is given by
H = J
∑
i<j
Pij
d(i − j)2 (22)
where d(l) = (N
pi
)
∣∣sinpil
N
∣∣
is the hord distane between the pair of spins separated by l sites on a ring with N
equally spaed spins. Pij is the spin exhange operator, Pij = (2
−→
S i.
−→
S j +
1
2 ). The model is exatly solvable
and the key results are: the ground state has a form similar to the frational quantum Hall ground state, the
ground state is a QSL and the elementary exitations are the spin− 12 spinons obeying frational statistis,
the thermodynamis as well as the various dynamial orrelation funtions an be alulated exatly. The
latter alulations are possible beause of the simple struture of the eigenspetrum.
A orret analysis of the BA equations for the S = 12 HAFM in 1d gave rise to the onept of spinons whih
has subsequently been veried in experiments. Approximate methods like spin wave theory fail to predit
the spinon ontinuum thus pointing to the importane of integrable models in providing the orret physial
piture. The existene of spinons in dimension greater than one is a highly debatable issue. No preise
statement an be made due to the lak of exat results in d > 1. The issue is of onsiderable signiane
in onnetion with the resonating-valene-bond (RVB) theory of high temperature superondutivity. In a
valene bond (VB) state, pairs of spins are in singlet spin ongurations (a singlet is often termed as a VB).
The RVB state is a oherent linear superposition of VB states. In 1973, Anderson [35℄ in a lassi paper
suggested that the ground state of the S = 12 HAFM on the frustrated triangular lattie is a RVB state.
The RVB state is a singlet (total spin is zero) and is often desribed as a quantum spin liquid (QSL) sine
translational as well as rotational symmetries are preserved in the state. The RVB state is spin disordered and
the two-spin orrelation funtion has an exponential deay as a funtion of the distane between the spins.
Interest in the RVB state revived after the disovery of high temperature superondutivity in 1987[36℄.
The ommon strutural ingredient of the high−TC uprate systems is the opper-oxide (CuO2) plane whih
ideally behaves as a S = 12 HAFM dened on a square lattie. It is largely agreed that the ground state
(T = 0) has AFM long range order (LRO). The low-lying exitations are the onventional S = 1 magnons.
In the spinon piture, a magnon is a pair of onned spinons. The spinons annot move apart from eah
other unlike in 1d. The uprates exhibit a rih phase diagram as a funtion of the dopant onentration. On
doping, positively harged holes are introdued in the CuO2 plane. The holes are mobile in a bakground
of antiferromagnetially interating spins. The motion of holes ats against antiferromagnetism and the
AFM LRO is rapidly destroyed as the onentration of holes inreases. The resulting spin disordered state
has been speulated to be a RVB state. In lose analogy with the S = 12 HAFM hain, the low-lying spin
exitations in the RVB state are pairs of spinons. The spinons are reated by breaking a VB. The spinons
are not onned as in the ase of an ordered ground state but separate via a rearrangement of the VBs. The
spinons have spin
1
2 and harge 0. The harge exitations in a RVB state are known as holons with harge
+e and spin 0. Holons are reated on doping the RVB state, i.e., replaing eletrons by holes. Spinons and
holons are best deribed as topologial exitations in a QSL. The key feature of the doped RVB state is that
of spin-harge separation, i.e., the spin and harge exitations are deoupled entities. Spin-harge separation
an be rigorously demonstrated in the ase of interating eletron systems in 1d known by the general name
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of Luttinger Liquids (LLs). The Hubbard model in 1d is the most well-known example of a LL. The model
is integrable and the BA results for the exitation spetrum onrm that the spinons and the holons are the
elementary exitations [36, 37℄.
Coming bak to the RVB state, there has been an intensive searh for spin models in 2d with RVB states
as exat ground states. Reent alulations show that there is AFM LRO in the ground state of the S = 12
HAFM on the triangular lattie, ontrary to Anderson's original onjeture [38℄. Frustrated spin models with
n.n. as well as non-n.n. exhange interations have been onstruted for whih the RVB states are the exat
ground states in ertain parameter regimes [39℄. These are short-ranged RVB states with the VBs forming
between n.n. spin pairs. The spinon exitation spetrum in this ase is gapped. A model whih aptures
the low energy dynamis in the RVB senario is the Quantum Dimer Model (QDM)[40℄. The Hamiltonian
of the model dened on a square lattie is given by
( )+
= { )+   H.C.H QDM
{
+  v
(-t
(23)
where the solid lines represent dimers (VBs) and the sum runs over all the plaquettes of the lattie.
The rst term of the Hamiltonian is the kineti part representing the ipping of a pair of parallel dimers
on the two bonds of a plaquette to the other possible orientation, i.e., from horizontal to vertial and vie
versa. The seond term ounts the number of ippable pairs of dimers in any dimer onguration and is
analogous to the potential term of the Hamiltonian. The ground state of the QDM on the square lattie
is not, however, a QSL exept at the speial point t = V . Moessner and Sondhi [41℄ have studied the
QDM on the triangular lattie and shown that, in ontrast to the square lattie ase , the ground state is
a RVB state with deonned, gapped spinons in a nite range of parameters. Reently, some mirosopi
models of 2d magnets have been proposed [42℄ the low-lying exitations of whih are of three types: spinons,
holons and vortex-like exitations with no spin and harge, dubbed as visons. Some of these models are
related to the QDM. Two integrable models [42, 43℄ have been onstruted whih share ommon topologial
features with the mirosopi models in 2d and have appliations in fault-tolerant quantum omputation.
The models ,however, annot resolve the issue of spinons in 2d as quantum numbers like the total Sz are not
onserved in these models. The searh for mirosopi models in 2d, with spinons as elementary exitations,
aquires partiular signiane in the light of reent experimental evidene of the spinon ontinuum in the
2d frustrated quantum antiferromagnet Cs2CuCl4 [44℄. The ground state of this ompound is expeted to
be a QSL with spinons and not magnons as elementary exitations. Exatly solvable models in 2d are needed
for a lear understanding of the origin of the experimentally observed spinon ontinuum.
Real materials are often anisotropi in harater. The anisotropy may be present in the exhange intera-
tion Hamiltonian itself or there may be additional terms in the Hamiltonian orresponding to dierent types
of anisotropy. A well-known anisotropi interation, present in many AFM materials, is the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interation with the general form
HDM =
−→
D.(
−→
S i ×−→S j) (24)
Moriya [45℄ provided the mirosopi basis of the DM interation by extending Anderson's superexhange
theory to inlude the spin-orbit interation. The DM oupling ats to ant the spins beause the oupling
energy is minimised when the two spins are perpendiular to eah other. Some examples of materials with DM
interation inlude the quasi-2d ompound Cs2CuCl4 [44℄, the CuO2 planes of the undoped uprate system
La2CuO4 [46℄, the quasi-1d ompound Cu-Benzoate [47℄ et. The DM anting of spins is responsible for the
small ferromagneti moment of the CuO2 planes even though the dominant in-plane exhange interation is
AFM in nature. Alaraz and Wreszinski [48℄ have shown that the XXZ quantum Heisenberg hain (both FM
and AFM) with DM interation is equivalent to the XXZ Hamiltonian with modied boundary onditions
and anisotropy parameter
Jz
Jx
. The DM interation is assumed to be of the form
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HDM (∆) = −∆
2
N∑
i=1
(σxi σ
y
i+1 − σyi σxi+1) (25)
,i.e., the vetor
−→
D in Eq.(23) is in the z-diretion. The new anisotropy parameter is δ√
1+∆2
where δ is the
anisotropy parameter of the original XXZ Hamiltonian. With hanged boundary onditions, the model is
still BA solvable. In fat, in the thermodynami limit (N → ∞), the boundary onditions do not aet
the ritial behaviour. Thus, the Hamiltonian, whih inludes both the XXZ Hamiltonian and the DM
interation, has the same ritial properties and the phase diagram as the XXZ Hamiltonian with the
anisotropy parameter
δ√
1+∆2
.
We next turn our attention to spin−S (S > 12 ) quantum spin hains. The spin−S Heisenberg exhange
interation Hamiltonian in 1d is not integrable. A family of Heisenberg-like models has been onstruted for
S = 1, 32 , 2,
5
2 , ... et. for whih the spin−S quantum Hamiltonian is given by
Hs =
∑
i
Q(
−→
S i.
−→
S i+1) (26)
where Q(x) is a polynomial of degree 2S [49℄. With this generalization, the spin−S quantum spin hains
are integrable. The integrable models, however, do not distinguish between half-odd integer and integer
spins. In both the ases, the integrable models have gapless exitation spetrum. For half-odd integer
AFM Heisenberg spin hains (with only the bilinear exhange interation term), the Lieb-Shultz-Mattis
(LSM) theorem [50℄ states that the exitation spetrum is gapless. The theorem annot be proved for AFM
integer spin hains. Haldane in 1983 pointed out the dierene between the half-odd integer and integer AFM
Heisenberg spin hains and made the onjeture that integer spin hains have a gap in the exitation spetrum
[51℄. Integer spin quantum antiferromagnets in 1d have been widely studied analytially, numerially and
experimentally and Haldane's onjeture has turned out to be true. There are several examples of quasi-
1d S = 1 AFM materials whih exhibit the Haldane gap. Some of the most widely studied materials are
CsNiCl3, Ni(C2H8N2)2NO2(ClO4) (NENP), Y2BaNiO5 et. Reently, experimental evidene of a S = 2
antiferromagnet whih exhibits the Haldane gap has been obtained. In this ompound the manganese ions
form eetive S = 2 spins and are oupled in a quasi-1d hain [52℄. Integrable models of integer spin hains
do not reprodue the Haldane gap but are of onsiderable interest sine they provide exat information about
the phase diagram of generalised integer spin models. Consider the generalised Hamiltonian for an AFM
S = 1 hain:
H =
∑
i
[
cosθ(
−→
S i.
−→
S i+1) + sinθ(
−→
S i.
−→
S i+1)
2
]
(27)
with θ varying between 0 and 2π. The biquadrati term has been found to be relevant in some real integer-
spin materials. There are two gapped phases: the Haldane phase for −pi4 < θ < pi4 and a dimerised phase for
− 3pi4 < θ < −pi4 [53℄. At θ = −pi4 , the model is integrable and the gap vanishes to zero. This point separates
the two gapped phases, Haldane and dimerised, whih have dierent symmetry properties. Thus a quantum
phase transition ours at ϑ = −pi4 from the Haldane to the dimerised phase. The integrable model provides
exat loation of the transition point. The point θ = pi4 orresponds to the Hamiltonian whih is a sum over
permutation operators and is again exatly solvable. The Haldane phase inludes the isotropi Heisenberg
hain (θ = 0) and the Aek-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) Hamiltonian (tanθV BS =
1
3 ) [54℄. The latter
model is not integrable but the ground state is known exatly. The ground state is desribed as a valene
bond solid (VBS) state in whih a VB (singlet) overs every link of the hain. Sine the gap does not beome
zero for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θV BS , there is no phase transition in going from one limiting Hamiltonian to the other.
Thus the isotropi Heisenberg and AKLT hains are in the same phase.
The doped uprate systems exhibit a variety of novel phenomena in their insulating, metalli and su-
peronduting phases. A full understanding of these phenomena is as yet laking. There is urrently a
strong researh interest in doped spin systems. The idea is to look for simpler spin systems in whih the
onsequenes of doping an be studied in a less ambiguous manner. The spin−1 HG nikelate ompound
Y2BaNiO5 an be doped with holes on replaing the o-hain Y
3+
ions by Ca2+ ions. Inelasti neutron
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sattering (INS) measurements on the doped ompound provide evidene for the appearane of new states in
the HG [55℄. The struture fator S(q), obtained by integrating the dynamial orrelation funtion S(q, ω)
over ω, aquires an inommensurate, double-peaked form in the doped state [56℄. Frahm et al [57℄ have on-
struted an integrable model desribing a doped spin−1 hain. In the undoped limit, the spetrum is gapless
and so the HG of the integer spin system is not reprodued. It is, however, possible to reintrodue a gap
in the ontinuum limit where a eld-theoretial desription of the model is possible. The model has limited
relevane in explaining the physial features of the doped nikelate ompound. Another interesting study
relates to the appearane of magnetization plateaus in the doped S = 1 integrable model [58℄. The loation
of the plateaus depends on the onentration of holes. Experimental evidene of this novel phenomenon has
not been obtained so far.
An eletron in a solid, loalised around an atomi site, has three degrees of freedom harge, spin and
orbital. The orbital degree of freedom is relevant to several transition metal oxides whih inlude the
uprate and manganite systems. The latter ompounds on doping exhibit the phenomenon of olossal
magnetoresistane in whih there is a huge hange in eletrial resistivity on the appliation of a magneti
eld. The manganites like the uprates have a rih phase diagram as a funtion of the dopant onentration
[59℄. We now give a spei example of the orbital degree of freedom. The Mn3+ ion in the manganite
ompound LaMnO3 has four eletrons in the outermost 3d energy level. The eletrostati eld of the
neighbouring oxygen ions splits the 3d energy level into two sublevels, t2g and eg. Three of the four eletrons
oupy the three t2g orbitals dxy, dyz,dzx and the fourth eletron goes to the eg-sublevel ontaining the
two orbitals dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 . The fourth eletron thus has an orbital degree of freedom as it has two
possible hoies for oupying an orbital. The four eletrons have the same spin orientation to minimise the
eletrostati repulsion energy aording to the Hund's rule. The total spin is thus S = 2. The orbital degree
of freedom is desribed by the pseudospin
−→
T suh that Tz =
1
2 (− 12 ) when the dx2−y2 (d3z2−r2) orbital is
oupied. The three omponents of the pseudospin satisfy ommutation relations similar to those of the spin
omponents. The eg doublet is further split into two hyperne energy levels due to the well-known Jahn-Teller
(JT) eet. In onentrated systems, the JT eet an lead to orbital ordering below an ordering temperature.
In the antiferromagnetially ordered Néel state, the spins are alternately up and down. Similarly, in the ase
of antiferroorbital ordering, the oupied orbitals alternate in type at suessive sites of the lattie. The
orbital degree of freedom is frozen as a result. Apart from the JT mehanism of orbital ordering, there is
an exhange mehanism whih may lead to orbital order. The exhange mehanism is a generalisation of
the usual superexhange to the ase of orbital degeneray. Starting from the degenerate Hubbard model,
in whih there are two degenerate orbitals at eah site, one an derive the following generalised exhange
Hamiltonian [60℄:
H =
∑
ij
{
J1
−→
S i.
−→
S j + J2
−→
T i.
−→
T j + J3(
−→
S i.
−→
S j)(
−→
T i.
−→
T j)
}
(28)
Consider the ase J1 = J2 = J . For J3 = 0, two independent Heisenberg-like Hamiltonians are obtained
whih are BA solvable. At the Kolezhuk-Mikeska point,
J3
J
= 43 , the ground state is exatly known [61℄. The
point
J3
J
= 4 is integrable and there are three gapless exitation modes. The ompounds Na2T i2Sb2O and
NaV2O5 are examples of materials in 1d with oupled spin and orbital degrees of freedom [62℄. These systems
have been desribed by anisotropi versions of the Hamiltonian in Eq.(28) but without adequate agreement
with experiments. The elementary exitations in the orbital setor are the orbital waves or orbitons. An
exitation of this type is reated in the orbitally ordered state by hanging the oupied orbital at a site
and letting the defet propagate in the solid. The exitations are analogous to the spin waves or magnons
in a magnetially ordered solid. Experimental evidene of orbital waves has reently been obtained in the
manganite ompound LaMnO3 through Raman sattering measurements [63, 64℄. As disussed before,
integrable spin models provide important links between theory and experiments. A similar senario in the
ase of systems with oupled spin and orbital degrees of freedom is yet to develop.
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3 Ladder models
J
J
J JR R
Figure 2. A two-hain ladder. The rung and intra-hain n.n. exhange interations
are of strength JR and J respetively.
The simplest ladder model onsists of two hains oupled by rungs (Figure 2). In general, the ladder
may onsist of n hains oupled by rungs. In the spin ladder model, eah site of the ladder is oupied by
a spin (in general of magnitude
1
2 ) and the spins interat via the Heisenberg AFM exhange interation.
In the doped spin ladder model, some of the sites are empty, i.e., oupied by holes. The holes an move
in the bakground of interating spins. There are two major reasons for the onsiderable researh interest
in ladders. Powerful tehniques like the BA and bosonization are available for the study of 1d many body
systems whereas pratially very few rigorous results are known for 2d systems. Ladders provide a bridge
between 1d and 2d physis and are ideally suited to study how the eletroni and magneti properties hange
as one goes from a single hain to the square lattie. The unonventional properties of the CuO2 planes of
the uprate systems are the main reason for the signiant interest in 2d many body systems. Many of these
properties are asribed to strong orrelation eets. Ladders are simpler systems in whih some of the issues
assoiated with strong orrelation an be addressed in a more rigorous manner. The seond motivation for
the study of ladder systems is that several suh systems have been disovered in the reent past. In the
following, we desribe in brief some of the major physial properties of ladders. There are two exhaustive
reviews on ladders whih provide more detailed information [65, 66℄.
Consider a two-hain spin ladder desribed by the AFM Heisenberg exhange interation Hamiltonian
H =
∑
〈ij〉
Jij
−→
S i.
−→
S j (29)
The n.n. intra-hain and the rung exhange interations are of strength J and JR respetively. When JR = 0,
one obtains two deoupled AFM spin hains for whih the exitation spetrum is known to be gapless. For
all
JR
J
> 0, a gap (the so-alled spin gap (SG)) opens up in the spin exitation spetrum. The result is
easy to understand in the simple limit in whih the exhange oupling JR along the rungs is muh stronger
than the oupling J along the hains. The intra-hain oupling may thus be treated as perturbation. When
J = 0, the exat ground state onsists of singlets along the rungs. The ground state energy is − 3JRN4 , where
N is the number of rungs in the ladder. The ground state has total spin S = 0. In rst order perturbation
theory, the orretion to the ground state energy is zero. A S = 1 exitation may be reated by promoting
one of the rung singlets to a S = 1 triplet. The weak oupling along the hains gives rise to a propagating
S = 1 magnon. In rst order perturbation theory, the dispersion relation is
ω(k) = JR + Jcosk (30)
where k is the momentum wave vetor. The SG dened as the minimum exitation energy is given by
∆SG = ω(π) ≃ (JR − J) (31)
The two-spin orrelations deay exponentially along the hains showing that the ground state is a quantum
spin liquid (QSL). The magnons an further form bound states. Experimental evidene of two-magnon
bound states has been obtained in the S = 12 two-hain ladder ompound Ca14−xLaxCu24O41 (x = 5 and 4)
[67℄. The family of ompounds Srn−1Cun+1O2n onsists of planes of weakly-oupled ladders of n+12 hains
[68℄. For n = 3 and 5, respetively, one gets the two-hain and three-hain ladder ompounds SrCu2O3 and
Sr2Cu3O5 respetively. For the rst ompound, experimental evidene of the SG has been obtained. The
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latter ompound has properties similar to those of the 1d Heisenberg AFM hain [69℄. A reent example of a
spin ladder belonging to the organi family of materials is the ompound (C5H12N)2CuBr4, a ladder system
with strong rung oupling (JR
J
≃ 3.5) [70℄. The phase diagram of the AFM spin ladder in the presene of
an external magneti eld is partiularly interesting. In the absene of the magneti eld and at T = 0,
the ground state is a QSL with a gap in the exitation spetrum. At a eld Hc1 , there is a transition to
a gapless Luttinger Liquid (LL) phase (gµBHc1 = ∆SG, the spin gap, µB is the Bohr magneton and g the
Landé splitting fator). There is another transition at an upper ritial eld Hc2 to a fully polarised FM
state. Both Hc1 and Hc2 are quantum ritial points. The quantum phase transition from one ground state
to another is brought about by hanging the magneti eld. At small temperatures, the behaviour of the
system is determined by the rossover between two types of ritial behaviour: quantum ritial behaviour
at T = 0 and lassial ritial behaviour at T 6= 0. Quantum eets are persistent in the rossover region at
small nite temperatures and suh eets an be probed experimentally. In the ase of the ladder system
(C5H12N)2CuBr4, the magnetization data obtained experimentally exhibit universal saling behaviour in
the viinity of the ritial elds Hc1 and Hc2 . In the gapless regime Hc1 < H < Hc2 , the ladder model an be
mapped onto an XXZ hain the thermodynami properties of whih an be alulated exatly by the BA.
The theoretially omputed magnetization M versus magneti eld h urve is in exellent agreement with
the experimental data. Organi spin ladders provide ideal testing grounds for the theories of quantum phase
transitions. For inorgani spin ladder systems, the value of Hc1 is too high to be experimentally aessible.
Bose and Gayen [71℄ have studied a frustrated two-hain spin model with diagonal ouplings. The
intrahain and diagonal spin-spin interations are of equal strength J . It is easy to show that for JR ≥ 2J ,
the exat ground state onsists of singlets (dimers) along the rungs with the energy Eg = − 3JRN4 where N is
the number of rungs. Xian [72℄ later pointed out that as long as
JR
J
>
(
JR
J
)
c
≃ 1.401, the rung dimer state
is the exat ground state. At
JR
J
=
(
JR
J
)
c
, there is a rst order transition from the rung dimer state to the
Haldane phase of the S = 1 hain. Kolezhuk and Mikeska [73℄ have onstruted a lass of generalised S = 12
two-hain ladder models for whih the ground state an be determined exatly. The Hamiltonian H is a
sum over plaquette Hamiltonians and eah suh Hamiltonian ontains various two-spin as well as four-spin
interation terms. They have further introdued a toy model whih has a rih phase diagram in whih the
phase boundaries an be determined exatly.
The standard spin ladder models with bilinear exhange are not integrable. For integrability, multispin
interation terms have to be inluded in the Hamiltonian. Some integrable ladder models have already been
onstruted [74℄. We disuss one partiular model proposed by Wang [75℄. The Hamiltonian is given by
H =
J1
4
N∑
i=1
[−→σ j .−→σ j+1 + −→τ j .−→τ j+1] + J2
2
N∑
j=1
−→σ j .−→τ j
+
U1
4
N∑
j=1
(−→σ j .−→σ j+1) (−→τ j .−→τ j+1) + U2
4
N∑
j=1
(−→σ j .−→τ j) (−→σ j+1.−→τ j+1) (32)
where
−→σ j and −→τ j are the Pauli matries assoiated with the site j of the upper and lower hains respetively.
N is the total number of rungs in the system. The ordinary spin ladder Hamiltonian is obtained from Eq.
(32) when the four spin terms are absent, i.e., U1 = U2 = 0. For general parameters J1, J2, U1 and U2, the
model is non-integrable. The integrable ases orrespond to U1 = J1, U2 = 0 or U1 = J1, U2 = −J12 . Without
loss of generality one an put J1 = U1 = 1, J2 = J and U2 = U . For U = 0, the Hamiltonian (32) redues to
H =
1
4
N∑
j=1
(1 +−→σ j .−→σ j+1)(1 +−→τ j .−→τ j+1) + J
2
N∑
j=1
(−→σ j .−→τ j − 1) + 1
2
(J − 1
2
)N (33)
Three quantum phases are possible. For J > Jc+ = 2, the system exists in the rung dimerised phase. The
ground state is a produt of singlet rungs. The SG is given by ∆SG = 2(J − 2). For Jc+ > J > Jc−, a
gapless phase is obtained with three branhes of gapless exitations. Jc+ is the quantum ritial point at
whih a QPT from the dimerised phase to the gapless phase ours. In the viinity of the quantum ritial
point, the suseptibility and the spei heat an be alulated using the thermodynami BA. From the
low-temperature expansion of the thermodynami BA equation, one obtains
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C ∼ T 12 , χ ∼ T− 12 (34)
whih are typial of quantum ritial behaviour. In the presene of an external magneti eld h, the magneti
eld an be tuned to drive a QPT at the quantum ritial point hc = 2(J − 2) from the gapless phase to a
gapped phase. The third quantum phase (h = 0) is obtained for J < Jc− = − pi4√3 +
ln3
4 . This is a gapless
phase with two branhes of gapless exitations. For U = − 12 , a similar phase diagram is obtained. Note
that the ladder model may equivalently be onsidered as a spin-orbital model with
−→σ and −→τ representing
the spin and the pseudospin.
Doped ladder models are toy models of strongly orrelated systems [65℄. In these systems, the double
oupany of a site by two eletrons, one with spin up and the other with spin down, is prohibited due to
strong oulomb orrelations. In a doped spin system, there is a ompetition between two proesses: hole
deloalization and exhange energy minimization. A hole moving in an antiferromagnetially ordered spin
bakground, say, the Néel state, gives rise to parallel spin pairs whih raise the exhange interation energy
of the system. The questions of interest are: whether a oherent motion of the holes is possible, whether
two holes an form a bound state, the development of superonduting (SC) orrelations, the possibility
of phase separation of holes et. Some of these issues are of signiant relevane in the ontext of doped
uprate systems in whih harge transport ours through the motion of holes [76℄. In the SC phase, the
holes form bound pairs with possibly d-wave symmetry. Several proposals have been made so far on the
origin of hole binding but there is as yet no general onsensus on the atual binding mehanism. The doped
uprate systems exist in a `pseudogap' phase before the SC phase is entered. In fat, some uprate systems
also exhibit SG. As already mentioned, the doped two-hain ladder systems are haraterised by a SG. The
issue of how the gap evolves on doping is of signiant interest. The possibility of binding of hole pairs in a
two-hain ladder system was rst pointed out by Dagotto et al [77℄. In this ase, the binding mehanism is
not ontroversial and an be understood in a simple physial piture. Again, onsider the ase JR ≫ J , i.e.,
a ladder with dominant exhange interations along the rungs. In the ground state, the rungs are mostly
in singlet spin ongurations. On the introdution of a single hole, a singlet spin pair is broken and the
orresponding exhange interation energy is lost. When two holes are present, they prefer to be on the
same rung to minimise the loss in the exhange interation energy. The holes thus form a bound pair. In
the more general ase, detailed energy onsiderations show that the two holes tend to be lose to eah other
and eetively form a bound pair. For more than two holes, several alulations suggest that onsiderable
SC pairing orrelations develop in the system on doping. True superondutivity an be obtained only in
the bulk limit. Theoretial preditions motivated the searh for ladder ompounds whih an be doped with
holes. Muh exitement was reated in 1996 when the ladder ompound Sr14−xCaxCu24O41 was found to
beome SC under pressure at x = 13.6 [78℄. The transition temperature Tc is ∼ 12K at a pressure of 3GPa.
As in the ase of uprate systems, bound pairs of holes are responsible for harge transport in the SC phase.
Experimental results on doped ladder ompounds point out strong analogies between the doped ladder and
uprate systems [65℄.
The strongly orrelated doped ladder system is desribed by the t-J Hamiltonian
Ht−J = −
∑
〈ij〉,σ
tij(C˜
+
iσC˜jσ +H.C.) +
∑
〈ij〉
Jij(
−→
S i.
−→
S j − 1
4
ninj) (35)
The C˜+iσ and C˜iσ are the eletron reation and annihilation operators whih at in the redued Hilbert spae
(no double oupany of sites),
C˜+iσ = C
+
iσ(1 − ni−σ)
C˜iσ = Ciσ(1 − ni−σ) (36)
where σ is the spin index and ni, nj are the oupation numbers of the ith and jth sites respetively. The
rst term in Eq.(35) desribes the motion of holes with hopping integrals tR and t for motion along the
rung and hain respetively. In the standard t − J ladder model, i and j are n.n. sites. The seond term
ontains the usual AFM Heisenberg exhange interation Hamiltonian. The t− J model thus desribes the
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motion of holes in a bakground of antiferromagnetially interating spins. A large number of studies have
been arried out on t − J ladder models. These are reviewed in Refs. [65, 66℄. We desribe briey some of
the major results. The SG of the undoped ladder hanges disontinuously on doping. Remember that the
SG is the dierene in energies of the lowest triplet exitation and the ground state. In the doped state,
there are two distint triplet exitations. One triplet exitation is that of the undoped ladder obtained by
exiting a rung singlet to a rung triplet. A new type of triplet exitation is possible when at least two holes
are present. On the introdution of two holes in two rung singlets, a pair of free spin− 12 's is obtained whih
ombines to give rise to a singlet (S = 0) or a triplet (S = 1) state. The triplet onguration of the two free
spins orresponds to the seond type of triplet exitation. The SG of this new exitation is unrelated to the
SG of the magnon exitation. The true SG is the one whih has the lowest value in a partiular parameter
regime.
The low energy modes of a ladder system are haraterised by their spin. Singlet and triplet exitations
orrespond to harge and spin modes respetively. In eah setor, the hole may further be in a bonding
or antibonding state with opposite parities. We onsider only the even parity setor to whih the lowest
energy exitations belong. In both the S = 0 and S = 1 setors, an exitation ontinuum with well-dened
boundaries is present. The S = 0 and the S = 1 ontinua are degnerate in energy. A bound state branh
with S = 0 splits o below the ontinuum the lowest energy of whih orresponds to the .o.m. momentum
wave vetor K = 0 [79, 80℄. Thus the two-hole ground state is in the singlet setor and orresponds to a
bound state of two holes with K = 0. The bound state has d−wave type symmetry. Within the bound state
branh, exitations with energy innitesimally lose to the ground state are possible. These exitations are
the harge exitations sine the total spin is still zero and the harge exitation spetrum is gapless. The
lowest spin exitations in a wide parameter regime are between the S = 0 ground state and the lowest energy
state in the S = 1 ontinuum [81℄. The ontinuum does not exist in the undoped ladder and so the SG
evolves disontinuously on doping in this parameter regime. A suggestion has, however, been made that the
lowest triplet exitation is a bound state of a magnon with a pair of holes [82℄. In summary, the two-hain
ladder model has the feature that the harge exitation is gapless but the spin exitation has a gap. This is
the Luther-Emery phase and is dierent from the LL phase in whih both the spin and harge exitations
are gapless.
Bose and Gayen have derived several exat, analytial results for the ground state energy and the low-
lying exitation spetrum of the frustrated t− J ladder doped with one and two holes. The undoped ladder
model has already been desribed. In the doped ase, the hopping integral has the value tR for hole motion
along the rungs and the intra-hain and diagonal hopping integrals are of equal strength t. The latter
assumption is ruial for the exat solvability of the eigenvalue problem in the one and two hole setors.
Though the model diers from the standard t− J ladder model (the diagonal ouplings are missing in the
latter), the spin and harge exitation spetra exhibit similar features. In partiular, the dispersion relation
of the two-hole bound state branh is obtained exatly and the exat ground state is shown to be a bound
state of two holes with K = 0 and d−wave type symmetry. The ladder exists in the Luther-Emery phase.
There is no spin harge separation. as in the ase of a LL. In the exat hole eigenstates, the hole is always
aompanied by a free spin− 12 . The hole-hole orrelation funtion an also be alulated exatly. When
JR ≫ J , the holes of a bound pair are predominantly on the same rung. For lower values of JR, the holes
prefer to be on n.n. rungs so that energy gain through the deloalization of a hole along the rung is possible.
The t-J ladder model onstruted by Bose and Gayen is not integrable. Frahm and Kundu [84℄ have
onstruted a t− J ladder model whih is integrable. The Hamiltonian is given by
H =
∑
a
H
(a)
t−J +Hint +Hrung − µn̂ (37)
The two hains of the ladder are labelled by a = 1, 2 and µ is the hemial potential oupling to the number of
eletrons in the system. H
(a)
t−J is the t−J Hamiltonian (Eq.(35)) for a hain plus the terms n(a)j +n(a)j+1where
n
(a)
j is the total number of eletrons on site j.
Hint = −
∑
j
[
H
(1)
t−J
]
jj+1
[
H
(2)
t−J
]
jj+1
(38)
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Hrung inludes the t− J Hamiltonian (Eq. (35)) orresponding to a rung and a Coulomb interation term
V
∑
j n
(1)
j n
(2)
j . The possible basis states of a rung are the following. When no hole is present, a rung an be
in a singlet or a triplet spin onguration. When a single hole is present, the rung is in a bonding (|σ+〉) or
antibonding (|σ−〉) state with |σ±〉 ≡ 1√2 (|σ0〉 ± |0σ〉) and σ =↑ or ↓. The rung an further be oupied by
two holes. Frahm and Kundu have studied the phase diagram of the ladder model at low temperatures and
in the strong oupling regime JR ≫ 1, V ≫ µ + |tR| near half-lling. In this regime, the triplet states are
unfavourable. By exluding the triplet states and hoosing J = 2t = 2, the Hamiltonian H (Eq.(37)) an be
rewritten as
H = −
∑
j
Πjj+1 −
5∑
l=1
AlNl + const. (39)
where Nl, l = 1, 2(3, 4) is the number of bonding (antibonding) single hole rung states with spin ↑, ↓ and N5
is the number of empty rungs. If L is the total number of rungs in the ladder, the remaining N0 = L−
∑
lNl
rungs are in singlet spin ongurations. The permutation operator Πjk interhanges the states on rungs j
and k. If both the rungs are singly oupied by a hole, an additional minus sign is obtained on interhanging
the rung states. The potentials Al's are:
A1 = A2 ≡ µ+ = tR − µ+ V (40)
A3 = A4 ≡ µ− = −tR−µ+ V (41)
A5 ≡ V˜ = −2µ+ V (42)
The nature of the ground state and the low-lying exitation spetrum depends on the relative strengths of
the potentials Al's. The Hamiltonian (39) is BA solvable. The phase diagram V vs. the hole onentration
nh has been omputed for µ+ = µ−,i.e., tR = 0. For large repulsive V , the ground state an be desribed
as a Fermi sea of single hole states |σ±〉 propagating in a bakground of rung dimer states |s〉. The double-
hole rung states |d〉 are energetially favourable for suiently strong attrative rung interations. In the
intermediate region, both types of hole rung states are present. In the frustrated t− J ladder model studied
by Bose and Gayen [83℄, the exat two-hole ground state is a linear ombination of single-hole and double-hole
rung states propagating in a bakground of rung dimer states. The single-hole rung states are the bonding
states.
In a remarkable paper, Lin et al [85℄ have onsidered the problem of eletrons hopping on a two-hain
ladder. The interation between the eletrons is suiently weak and nite-ranged. At half lling, a
perturbative renormalization group (RG) alulation shows that the model sales onto the Gross-Neveu
(GN) model whih is integrable and has SO(8) symmetry. At half lling, the two-hain ladder is in the Mott
insulating phase with d-wave pairing orrelations. The insulating phase is further a QSL. The integrability
has been utilised to determine the exat energies and quantum numbers of all the low energy exitations
whih onstitute the degenerate SO(8) multiplets. The lowest-lying exitations an be divided into three
otets all with a non-zero gap (mass gap) m. Eah exitation has a dispersion ǫ1(q) =
√
m2 + q2 where q
is the momentum variable measured w.r.t. the minimum energy value. One otet onsists of two-partile
exitations: two harge ±2e Cooper pairs around zero momentum, a triplet of S = 1 magnons around
momentum (π, π) and three neutral S = 0 partile-hole pair exitations. SO(8) transformations rotate the
omponents of the vetor multiplet into one another unifying the exitations in the proess. The SO(5)
subgroup whih rotates only the rst ve omponents of the vetor is the symmetry proposed by Zhang [86℄
to unify antiferromagnetism and superondutivity in the uprates. The vetor otet is related by a triality
symmetry to two other otets with mass gap m. The 16 partiles of these two otets have the features of
quasi-eletrons and quasi-holes. Above the 24 states with mass gap m, there are other higher-lying bound
states with mass gap
√
3m. Finally, the ontinuum of sattering states ours above the energy 2m. Lin et
al has further studied the eets of doping a small onentration of holes into the Mott insulating phase.
In this limit, the eet of doping an be inorporated in the GN model by adding a term −µQ to the
Hamiltonian, µ being the hemial potential and Q the total harge. Integrability of the GN model is not
lost as Q is a global SO(8) generator. Doping is possible only for 2µ > m when Cooper pairs enter the
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system. The doped ladder exists in the Luther-Emery phase, whereas in the half-lled insulating limit both
the spin and harge exitations are gapped. In the doped phase, the Cooper pairs an transport harge and
quasi-long-range d−wave SC pairing orrelations develop in the system. The other features of the standard
t− J ladder model, e.g., the disontinuous evolution of the SG on doping is reprodued. The lowest triplet
exitation is a bound state of a S = 1 magnon with a Cooper pair. As mentioned before, a similar result has
been obtained numerially in the ase of the standard t − J ladder [82℄. The triplet exitation belongs to
the family of 28 exitations with mass gap
√
3m. If x denotes the dopant onentration, then the SG jumps
from ∆S(x = 0) = m to ∆S(x = 0
+) = (
√
3− 1)m upon doping. The integrability of the weakly-interating
two-hain ladder model has yielded a plethora of exat results whih illustrate the rih physis assoiated
with undoped and doped ladders.
4 Conluding Remarks
Integrable models have a dual utility. They serve as testing grounds for approximate methods and tehniques.
Also, they are often models of real systems and provide rigorous information about the physial properties
of suh systems. Integrable models are sometimes more general than what are required to desribe real
systems. In suh ases, an integrable model orresponds to an exatly solvable point in the general phase
diagram. The point may be a quantum ritial point at whih transition from one quantum phase to another
ours or the integrable model may be in the same phase as a more realisti model. In the latter ase, the
physial properties of the two models are similar. In this review, we have disussed the physial basis of some
integrable spin models with speial fous on the relevane of the models to real systems. The Heisenberg spin
hain is probably the best example of the essential role played by exat solvability in orretly interpreting
the experimental data. The onept of spinons owes its origin to the exat analysis of the BA equations. The
theoretial predition motivated the searh for real spin systems in whih experimental onrmation ould
be made. In this review, examples are also given of systems for whih the links between integrable models
and experimental results are not well established. A major portion of the review is devoted to physial
systems whih exhibit rih phenomena, like the systems with both spin and orbital degrees of freedom
and undoped and doped spin ladder systems, where the need for integrable systems is partiularly strong.
These systems exhibit a variety of novel phenomena a proper understanding of whih should be based on
rigorous theory. Two-dimensional spin systems with QSL ground states have been speially mentioned to
explain the reent interest in onstruting integrable models of suh systems. The review is meant to be an
elementary introdution to the genesis and usefulness of integrable models vis-à-vis physial spin systems.
Future hallenges are also highlighted to motivate further researh on integrable models.
There are some AFM spin models whih are not integrable but for whih the ground states and in some
ases the low-lying exited states are known exatly. The most prominent amongst these are the Majumdar-
Ghosh (MG) hain [81℄ and the AKLT [54℄ model respetively. The MG Hamiltonian is dened in 1d for
spins of magnitude
1
2 . The Hamiltonian inludes both n.n. as well as n.n.n. interations. The strength of the
latter is half that of the former. The exat ground state is doubly degenerate and the states onsist of singlets
along alternate links of the lattie. The exitation spetrum is not exatly known and has been alulated
on the basis of a variational wave funtion [88℄. Generalizations of the MG model to 2d with exatly-known
ground states are possible [39, 89, 90, 91℄. The Shastry-Sutherland model [89℄ is of muh urrent interest
due to the reent disovery of the ompound SrCu2(BO3)2 whih is well-desribed by the model [92℄. Some
of these models inluding the AKLT model have been reviewed in the referenes [93, 94, 95, 96℄ from whih
more information about the models an be obtained. These models inorporate physial features of real
systems and provide valuable insight on the magneti properties of low-dimensional quantum spin systems.
The models supplement integrable models in obtaining exat information and provide motivation for the
onstrution of integrable generalisations.
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